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Abstract/ Resumen  [in Spanish]

We examine the nature of divergent timelines in El Túnel by Ernesto Sábato, focusing on three key incidents:  the viewing of a scene in the protagonist’s painting “Maternidad,” an excursion to the beach, and a letter.  We explore ambiguities in these events and connections between them, commenting on the range of possible interpretations. Employing quantum mechanics as a metaphor, we show how temporal discrepancies in the order and interpretation of these pivotal occurrences can be modeled as bifurcations of reality into different wavefunctions, which collapse only upon observation.  We discuss how the Copenhagen and Many Worlds Interpretations of quantum mechanics, along with the idea of branes in M-theory, embody distinct ways of representing alternative narratives.   We show how Sábato’s readings of physics and of the writings of Jorge Luis Borges may have influenced his shaping of the timelines in the text.   Taking the painting’s title as a clue, we also explore the role of maternity and mother figures in the novel.   We conclude that Sábato’s triumph in crafting El Túnel was leaving it open to such a rich range of alternative interpretations.






Introduction:  Time in El Túnel

Ernesto Sábato, the acclaimed Argentine novelist and essayist, was trained as an atomic physicist, but decided, in a time of emotional turmoil, to become a writer.  He received his PhD in 1938 from Universidad de La Plata in Buenos Aires with a thesis entitled, “Possibilities of excitation and ionization of krypton atoms.”  After obtaining his doctorate he traveled to France where he worked in the Curie Laboratory for several years before returning to Argentina to teach quantum physics at Universidad de La Plata.  In 1943, his realization that he found literature closer to his heart than science helped bring on an existential crisis in which he abandoned his scientific career and turned to writing.
We shall focus on El Túnel, Sábato’s first novel, published in 1948.  In this work, his literary and scientific interests converge and create what could be perceived as a hybrid text – a combination of a literary plot and a ‘scientific experiment,” best evident in Juan Pablo Castel’s self-analysis. This study will go down the same path of convergence and, rather than treating El Túnel as a literary text influenced by its historical context (see Leiva in Sábato 1994: pp.28-48), it will examine the novel from a scientific standpoint by applying some of the language of quantum theory to the analysis of the novel’s intricate web of reflections and interactions. 
Drawing from the nomenclature of string theory and M-theory, we argue that there are several “textbranes” interacting in the novel in a way that creates a number of temporal discrepancies. A “textbrane” is a narrative that seems to operate in parallel with other narratives as if in an alternative universe.  The term borrows from the idea in M-theory that the observable universe is housed in a three-dimensional manifold, called a membrane or “brane,” that interacts with other branes only through gravity.  As one of us has remarked,  “In the context of literary analysis, a text can be construed as a brane, so we will use the term ‘textbrane’.”  (Carpenter, 2011: 143).
As we’ll show, the temporal discrepancies in El Túnel are not discrepancies or conflicts in a single text – they are temporal developments/lines or just temporalities which belong to different textbranes and are visible as problems when these textbranes collide or cross. If taken on their own, these temporalities are perfectly “normal” or, at least, explainable by the nature of their textbrane. When viewed together with other temporalities, they create a self-contradicting temporal conglomerate, initially perceived as a single linear narrative. We will examine three scenes that represent this phenomenon: the window scene in Juan Pablo’s painting “Maternidad” (67),​[1]​  Maria Iribarne’s second letter to Juan Pablo (100-101), and Juan Pablo and Maria’s time on the beach at the estancia (136-139).
The novel El Túnel was Sábato’s first work of fiction. It is supposed to be a somewhat unusual detective novel narrated by the criminal – Juan Pablo Castel, an artist who killed Maria Iribarne. The opening paragraph of the first chapter states as much, thus precluding any other endings, sparing Maria’s life or leading Castel down a different path in his self-analysis. There are no dates in the text (which is somewhat surprising, considering how obsessed Juan Pablo is by details); all we know is that everything has already happened (Juan Pablo has killed Maria). So, the text is taken as a retelling of the event, which suggests that the original linear timeline will be (or, at least, should be) protected. There are no obvious indications to the contrary. 
Juan Pablo Castel is a well-known artist living in Buenos Aires. His works have been hailed as “intellectual” and “well crafted” and he is very protective of his work and the effort that goes into creating them (his less than complimentary views of art critics appear repeatedly in the opening five chapters). One of his paintings, “Maternidad”, is his particular favorite; it depicts a woman watching a child play. Trite and predictable as the main part of the painting may be, there is something unexpected on the canvas – in the top left-hand corner there is another, smaller scene. Through a small window (which is either open or closed – it is unclear from the text) we see a woman on a deserted beach, looking out to the sea: “una playa solitaria y una mujer que miraba el mar” (67). Juan-Pablo is convinced that none of the critics nor any of the visitors to the gallery notice the small window, yet he believes the little window scene to be much more important than the rest of the painting. His view is apparently shared by a woman who stares at the painting so intently that Juan Pablo is sure that she is as fascinated with it as he is. He decides to find out what interested her in the scene and spends almost half of the novel pursuing her through the city. He finally succeeds and, after introducing himself to her and learning her name (Maria Iribarne), he starts trying to have a relationship with her. 
But the relationship is not working out the way Juan Pablo is hoping – instead of becoming his soulmate, Maria is elusive and emotionally distant; her reluctance to form a lasting relationship with Juan Pablo can be explained by the fact that she is married. On the other hand, Maria seems to be interested in Juan Pablo, encouraging him with occasional letters; one of these letters tells of her spending time on the beach watching the sea and thinking of the window scene and Juan Pablo. However, these times are few and far between; for the most part, Juan Pablo’s need to be with Maria appears to be much stronger than Maria’s desire to be with him. The discord between Juan Pablo’s expectations and Maria’s behavior is such that Juan Pablo is certain that she is not what she is pretending to be (or what he wants her to be). Unable to reconcile Maria’s nature with his hopes, Juan Pablo starts to lose control over his otherwise orderly (perhaps, too orderly) life; this loss of control leads him to become violent to Maria, accusing her of lying to him and her blind husband Allende. He eventually seeks her out at the estancia of her cousin Hunter, with whom Maria might have been having an affair. While at the estancia, Juan Pablo and Maria go to the beach and try to have a heart-to-heart talk but Juan Pablo is distracted by the noise of the sea and does not hear Maria’s apparent confessions of all the horrible things she has ever done to others. After the visit to the estancia, Juan Pablo continues to question Maria’s loyalty to him and ends up concluding that Maria is a prostitute. This conclusion comes after a prostitute whom Juan Pablo hired one drunken night has the same facial expression as Maria did when Juan Pablo made love to her. Blaming Maria for lying to him and unraveling his world, Juan Pablo travels to the estancia in the middle of the night, stabs Maria, travels back to Buenos Aires and turns himself in first thing in the morning. In the last chapter of the novel, he is either committed to an asylum or imprisoned for life. Although he has destroyed “Maternidad” shortly before killing Maria, Juan Pablo continues to paint, possibly seeking to restore the narrative line in which he and Maria could be together.
The psychopathological nature of the novel is addressed by many critics (see Seguí 1988, Campa 1991, Tymieniecka 1985, to name but a few), while some examine the representation of the passage of time as the main theme of the text (see Maturo 1983, Quiroga de Cebollero 1971, Dellepiane 1970).  However, the majority of studies eventually concur that the novel is an exercise in existentialism with significant overtones of the protagonist’s descend into madness. Yudicello, for example, sees the novel as the testimony of madness and desperation, concluding that “el misterio esencial de la creación, que sostiene la obra, ha quedado sin develar. Pero el artista no pudo eludir – no quiso eludir – la fatal determinación de perseguirlo hasta el fin, aunque el castigo fueran la locura y el horror” (Yudicello 1999: 21). And again the artist’s madness is in the center of the analysis; now it is seen as the end result of Castel’s self-destruction. Rosado’s (2000) study of the identity conflict in the novel focuses on Sartrean overtones; by concentrating on the psychological overtones of the narrative, he leaves out – as many have done before and after him – the analytical nature of the text, ascribing it to the narrator’s impending madness and deep psychological unease brought about by intrinsic loneliness. Foster continues the theme of psychological discord and concludes that the conflict between the artist’s ability to see “all too profoundly” (Foster 1975: 72), and the subsequent separation of the artist from “normal life” “becomes also a major stumbling block to the realization of his creative efforts” (ibid.). This is not necessarily the case – Castel continues to paint in hospital, even though the doctors consider his paintings to be the works of a madman. He also relapses back into analyzing the text around him (such as the reasons for Allende’s suicide). So he does not stop being creative or analytical – it is the “normal life” around him that rejects his creativity, considering it to be madness. Castel’s madness is also noted by Predmore, who sees it as an underdeveloped aspect of the text. Predmore suggests that Maria shares Castel’s madness, and examines the actions of both and their relationship as being “envueltas en una ambigüedad que tiende a explicar lógicamente la conducta de Juan Pablo” (Predmore 1981: 32). But whichever stance the critics adopt, it remains evident that they see the text as a conflict between Castel and reality, whether the reality is represented by Maria, Allende, paintings or Castel’s self-analysis. Once again, the scientific nature of the text is overlooked in favor of an easier interpretation of the psychological disorder which is Castel’s mind.
Only a few studies examine Juan Pablo’s art (see, for example, Pageaux 1985), and in particular the window scene in detail. Lojo notes that the window is located on the left-hand side of the Picture, “dirección espacial tan grávida de valores simbólicos en la narrativa sabatiana, donde se asocia a lo inconsciente, lo tenebroso, lo vital, lo irracional, lo numinoso, lo ignoto o impenetrable a la razón” (Lojo 1997: 24). The mirroring and mirrored nature of the painting and Maria (both become one in Castel’s mind) reflect the conflict between Self and the Other, according to Lojo. However, this interpretation does not explain (although it might, with some effort) the spiralling narrative and Maria’s apparently inexplicable changes. Lojo sees the shift from “doncella” to “prostituta” as Castel’s inability to accept that Maria is “la mujer real, con sus opacidades y sus brillos” (id., 24), but this also does little to explain the coincidences in the text, such as Maria’s early letter to Castel talking about the later scene on the beach.
We will analyze temporal discrepancies associated with the window scene in “Maternidad” by employing the language of science, particularly terms from quantum mechanics.  Quantum mechanics lends itself well to discussions of alternative timelines.  Given Sábato’s scientific background, we find application of quantum ideas to an analysis of the novel to be revealing.


Quantum Mechanics and Literature

	One of the salient features of El Túnel is its ambiguity—allowing for multiple interpretations of its various plotlines.  The relationship between and Juan Pablo and Maria is simultaneously a love story, a murder mystery, a friendship borne of mutual artistic interests, a twisted compulsion, and perhaps even a rumination on canvas of the artist imagining his soulmate.  These parallel interpretations form a skein of tangled threads converging at pivotal moments, such as Maria’s first look of the painting with the window scene.  
	There are two ways of thinking about these parallel timelines.  Perhaps only one of these transpired and the rest are unrealized possibilities.  The pivotal moments banished the other timelines in favor of the actual order of events.  On the other hand, perhaps somehow all of the timelines simultaneously exist in a space of alternative realities.  In that case, Juan Pablo’s anguish arises from the realization that in other worlds he has led a happy life with Maria.
	The lexicon of quantum mechanics offers a natural way of analyzing these divergence possibilities.  We find this language useful in exploring temporal divergences in the three critical junctures under discussion:  the window scene in the painting “Maternidad”, Maria’s second letter to Juan Pablo, and the scene on the beach at Hunter’s estancia.  Rather than seeing these events as part of a single classical timeline, we draw from the discussions of quantum theorists in considering the result of multiple histories.
	During the mid-20th century a heady debate took place about the interpretation of reality on the subatomic scale.  Advances in the 1920s by Werner Heisenberg, Niels Bohr, Erwin Schrödinger, Max Born, Paul Dirac, and others demonstrated how the properties of electrons and other particles could be discerned through the idea of quantum states.  These states evolve through deterministic equations, such as the Schrödinger and Dirac equations, until a measurement is taken of a particular property, such as position or momentum.  At that instant, the state distills into an eigenstate (allowed state) of the operator (mathematical function) for that particular feature.  Eigenstates are solutions of equations relating operators, states and eigenvalues (particular values of a property).
	What has come to be known as the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics pertains to the relationship between measurement and the distillation of particular eigenstates of operators.  According to that interpretation, quantum states, which can be represented as wave functions, remain in superpositions of eigenstates until a measurement is taken.  These superpositions, or mixed states, are allocated according to the probabilities of each eventuality.  Once the measurement occurs, the wave function randomly “collapses” into one of its component eigenstates.  Unlike mechanisms in classical physics, wave function collapse is probabilistic and irreversible.
	Consider, for example, a property of the electron known as its ‘spin.”  Normally, 
an electron’s spin state is a juxtaposition of two possibilities:  ‘spin up” and ‘spin down.”  These comprise the eigenstates of the spin operator.  Once a researcher takes a measurement of the electron’s spin, its wavefunction collapses into one of the two alternatives, with 50-50 odds for each.  
	What happens to the other option?  According to the Copenhagen interpretation, it no longer exists.  Yet, before the measurement it was an integral part of the state.  Somehow, that information was instantly and irretrievably lost.
	Given that quantum processes generally occur on microscopic scales, the mysterious nature of collapse has generally been tolerated as an abstruse but necessary part of the theory.  However, as Schrödinger demonstrated in 1935 through his famous thought experiment involving a cat in a box, one might imagine situations in which probabilistic transitions extend to macroscopic objects too.
	As Schrödinger envisioned it, a cat is placed in a closed container, along with a radioactive material, a Geiger counter, a hammer, and a vial of poison.  The radioactive material has a 50 percent chance of decaying within a particular time, as measured with the Geiger counter. If the Geiger counter records decay, a hammer smashes the vial and releases the poison, killing the cat.  If, on the other hand, the substance does not decay, the cat is spared.  At the end of a designated time period, the researcher opens the box and sees if the cat has survived.
	A curious situation transpires, according to the Copenhagen interpretation, before the researcher makes his or her observation.  Both the radioactive substance and the cat are in mixed states.  While the radioactive material is in a juxtaposition of decayed and not decayed, the cat is in a mixed, zombie-like state of living and dead.  Only once the lid of the box is lifted and the measurement taken does the cat’s bizarre state collapse into existence or extinction.  Schrödinger found such a situation philosophically unacceptable.  How could a cat be alive and dead at the same time?
	As a physicist himself, Sábato realized the philosophical dilemmas engendered by quantum physics.  In his first published literary work Uno y El Universo (1945; One and the Universe) he wrote:  “Establecer la ley de la caída de los cuerpos es un problema de niños al lado de las complicaciones conceptuales que debe enfrentar la física contemporánea: … la racionalización de los postulados cuánticos, la conciliación de la reversibilidad mecánica con la esencial irreversibilidad de los procesos reales.” (Sábato 1968: 54)
	Thus, Sábato acknowledged the long road ahead for rationalising the quantum postulates.  As stood, they seemed to embody contradictions.
	In 1948, the same year El Túnel was published, American physicist Richard Feynman proposed an alternative way of understanding quantum physics, called ‘sum over histories,” that underscored the idea of concurrent alternative realities.  Rather than taking a single avenue through spacetime, interactions would involve a weighed sum of multiple pathways.  Thus, the resulting interaction would be a compendium of all possible trajectories, weighed according to their likelihood.
	Feynman did not intend their possible paths to be seen as actual parallel universes.  However, eight years later, another American physicist Hugh Everett proposed just that.  In an alternative to the Copenhagen interpretation, he suggested that wave function collapse could be replaced with a bifurcation of reality into parallel strands, each with an independent existence.  Not only the experiment would split, but also the observer.  Hence each copy of the observer would note a separate outcome of the experiment.  For example in Schrödinger’s cat experiment one copy of the observer would cheer that the cat is alive, while the other would be in anguish over a dead feline.  Neither observer would be aware of the other’s existence.  Physicist Bryce DeWitt dubbed Everett’s theory the “Many Worlds Interpretation” of quantum mechanics.  It has since become a prominent alternative to the idea of wave function collapse.
	

Sábato’s Interest in Alternative Timelines and Determinism

	Anticipating Everett’s model of bifurcating time by more than a decade and a half, Jorge Luis Borges splendidly illustrated the concept in his masterful “El jardin de senderos que se bifurcan” (The Garden of Forking Paths).  Written in 1941, the story was included in the collection Ficciones, published in 1944 by Editorial Sur.  
	Sábato was impressed by the labyrinthine structures of many of the stories in Ficciones.  He compared these mazes to those of Kafka and found them to be more geometrical.  In Uno y El Universo he wrote:
	‘si se comparan algunos de los laberintos de Ficciones con los de Kafka, se ve esta diferencia: los de Borges son de tipo geométrico o ajedrecístico y producen una angustia intelectual, como los problemas de Zenón, que nacen de una absoluta lucidez de los elementos puestos en juego; los de Kafka, en cambio, son corredores oscuros, sin fondo, inescrutables, y la angustia es una angustia de pesadilla, nacida de un absoluto desconocimiento de las fuerzas en juego.” (Sábato 1968: 10)
	Of the stories in Ficciones, “El jardin de senderos que se bifurcan” is especially labyrinthine. A prominent and well-regarded tale, it paints a picture of time curiously similar to the notion of bifurcation in the Many World Interpretation of quantum mechanics.  It refers to a Chinese governor named Ts”ui Pen, who abandoned his wealth and status to write a labyrinthine novel with a plot that resembles a “garden of forking paths.”	 Characters are killed and then reappear later in the book.  Elements of the plot are blatantly contradicted as the novel progresses.  In effect, the manuscript contains all eventualities.  Instead of the characters in the book choosing one of many alternatives, they embark upon every possibility.  Each of the various futures is depicted.  Thus, the novel is a labyrinth in which a reader becomes lost in the variety of options.  Discussing the book are the two main characters Yu Tsun (a descendent of Ts”ui Pen) and Stephen Albert, who represent opposite sides during the First World War: the German and British respectively.  After Yu Tsun thanks Albert for his insights, he suddenly kills him.  This assassination occurs for purely military reasons—Albert has the name of a city that Yu Tsun wants to signal the Germans to bomb. The arbitrary nature of Albert’s death reflects the capricious quality of time.  Like the characters in Ts”ui Pen’s book, two contradictory notions, that Yu Tsun and Albert are both friends and enemies, are both realized at once.
Borges’s story and the quantum notion of multiple histories embody a vision of time that bears little resemblance to tradition notions.  Instead of a single strand of actuality, it offers the prospect of competing realities, each an equally valid truth.  
	Clearly this notion had a profound influence on El Túnel.  The relationship between Juan Pablo and Maria is a complex tapestry of interwoven strands.  Interestingly, what is said about Yu Tsun and Stephen Albert echoes in the drama of El Túnel.   In another universe Juan Pablo and Maria could have remained as lovers, but not in the principal strand of the story.
	Sábato needed to reconcile his interest in alternative timelines with the concept of strict determinism.  In Uno y El Universo, Sábato spoke of one of the paradoxical aspects of determinism: if life is a fait accompli and there is no free will, then even our reaction to the idea of destiny is set in stone.  Therefore, object all you want to determinism, but if is true, such objections are to no avail since the past, present, and future are already written.  As Sábato wrote: “La vertiginosa idea de que todo está inexorablemente vinculado y que una nariz diferente de Cleopatra habría producido una vida diferente del señor J. M. Smith, empleado del Banco de Boston, produce en muchas personas una especie de desmoralización: ‘si eso es cierto —dicen—, no vale la pena esforzarse en nada’. No dándose cuenta de que si eso es cierto no hay tal efecto desmoralizador: esa aparente desmoralización estaba decidida de antemano por las infinitas causas que la precedieron.” (Sábato 1968: 18)
However, the concept of parallel realities offers a way out of this quagmire.  It could be the case that the universe is a solid slab with many fissures, each an alternative timeline.  Thus while the set of all possible strands would be predetermined, at any juncture there would be many options.  As in the Many World Interpretation, each of these paths would be pursued by a different copy of the observer.
Applying this scenario to El Túnel, we see how the ill-fated relationship of Juan Pablo and Maria could be predetermined yet be only one of many possible paths.  In other realities, they could have had a relationship ending in happiness.  While all the possibilities are determined by fate, which one is embarked upon depends on the version of the couple in question And the compatibility between the couple and the narrative line that they inhabit.
	In our discussion of the many interpretations of quantum mechanics, we see how its language lends itself well to literary analysis.  The various components of a quantum state might represent alternative plot possibilities and relationships among the characters.  These can exist in parallel, as in the Many Worlds Interpretation, or exhibit collapse, as in the Copenhagen interpretation.  In the latter case, an observation causes the house of cards representing all possibilities to collapse into one option.
	There is precedent in literary analysis of drawing on the metaphors of modern physics.  In his masterful set of essays, The Dialogic Imagination, Russian literary theorist M.M. Bakhtin employed the language of relativity to analyze space and time in novels, coining the term “chronotope.”  In similar fashion, we propose making use of quantum theoretical terms such as “wave function collapse” and “parallel histories” to describe the complex plot structure of novels such as El Túnel.
	
The window in Juan Pablo’s picture and the related beach scenes

Chronologically, the exhibition where Juan Pablo sees Maria for the first time, appears first in the narrative (67).  There, Maria is transfixed on his painting, “Maternidad,” which contains in its left-hand corner a smaller scene of a woman on the beach gazing at the sea; the scene is made visible through a small window that is apparently part of the larger painting but not necessarily associated with it.  Juan Pablo notes Maria’s interest in the painting, and this later drives him to want to meet her and confront her about it.
Let us consider the window scene in detail, starting with the way the woman is supposed to be standing. In order for the audience to see her looking at the sea as if waiting for a call, her face should be fully or, at least, three-quarters, visible. Since she faces the sea and we are supposed to see the sea, there are three possibilities.
First, the sea is in front of her and us; we see the back of the woman’s head as she looks away from us into the sea. In this case, nobody (including the artist) can see her face; the artist can imagine what her face might look like, but nothing more than that. 
The second possibility is that the sea is to her side and therefore perpendicular to the surface of the picture. In this case, we will see the woman’s profile and may be able to see some of her gaze. Since the eye visible to the audience is looking ahead (perpendicular to the surface again), the information about the way she looks will be limited to the side of the eye and the woman’s facial expression. 
Finally, the sea is in between the woman and the audience, so the woman looks from the other shore across the sea at the audience. This would give the audience the best enface view of her face and make it much easier to discern her expression. But we know that the scene is “pequeña y remota” (67), thus if the woman is even smaller (as she should be if she is further away from the audience, and there is no indication in the text that Juan Pablo’s paintings are surreal – in fact, his work is described as ‘sólido, … bien arquitecturado” (ibid.), so the perspective is unlikely to be distorted), it will be almost impossible to tell how she looks unless her posture is so exaggerated as to make her emotions plainly visible to the audience. However, such exaggeration would hardly be characteristic of Juan Pablo’s intellectual approach to reality – he is more subtle than that and does not rely on clearly expressed or exaggerated emotions to convey a meaning. 
Out of the three possibilities, the first one is the most likely because “una playa solitaria” would be hard to depict if the scene were perpendicular to the surface of the painting, since there won”t be enough of the beach visible to the audience to make the ‘solitaria” quality evident. In this case, the artist’s presentation of the woman’s gaze is solely his reality – nobody else can see it. We argue that the way he describes Maria looking at the painting is similar – since there is no other evidence of the way she was looking at it, Juan Pablo’s characterising her as “aislada del mundo entero” (of this he is sure – “tuve la seguridad de que estaba aislada…”), looking “fijamente” and ‘sin dar importancia, en apariencia, a la gran mujer en primer plano” (ibid.) is very much his creation. Unless he is standing in between her and the painting or to her side, he would not be able to see her facial expression. The certainty of the woman’s feelings assigned to her by Juan Pablo is contradicted by the description of Maria’s perception of the painting. He refers to her emotions being exhibited “en apariencia”. It is possible that he is unsure of Maria’s “real” feelings because he hasn”t created them yet; however, the story is being retold, so those feelings had already been tested and either proven true or rejected. Juan Pablo may have never been sure about what Maria really thought of the picture, since she never tells him directly. However, he is certain that she is isolated from the rest of the world and this comes while she is looking at the painting, and her concentration reaffirms his initial interpretation. 
Juan Pablo thinks that the window scene is supposed to be “algo esencial” (ibid.). He insists that the feeling of ‘soledad ansiosa y absoluta” evoked by the scene is essential to the understanding of the painting titled “Maternidad”; this means that motherhood denotes complete loneliness, or that being a child is like being completely alone when the mother “no existe” (63). The painting “Maternidad” depicts a woman watching a child play. Juan Pablo describes the woman as “la gran mujer”, so the figure is large; also he says that the critics thought that the painting “era sólido, estaba bien arquitecturado. Tenía, en fin, los atributos que esos charlatanes encontraban siempre en mis telas, incluyendo “cierta cosa profundamente intelectual”“ (67). Would this profoundly intellectual aspect have to do with the Freudian interpretation of the mother figure or the Jungian archetype of the mother? The description of the woman as a large figure in the foreground indicates that the child is in the background, overshadowed by her.
At this point, we should consider the way Juan Pablo’s mother is presented in the novel and the similarities between the depiction of her and Maria. Early in the narrative, Juan Pablo admits that “no imaginaba que mi madre pudiese tener defectos” (63), and it would seem that he feels the same way about Maria. Maria is seen at first as someone unique who understands and needs Juan Pablo. There are several instances when Juan Pablo characterizes Maria as “una persona que podría entenderme” (64), “cómo yo la necesitaba y cómo, también, yo le era necesario” (101); however, these are not numerous, possibly because Juan Pablo is so focused on himself and his perception of Maria that he can only present her through the prism of his feelings and understanding of her image that he has created. Later in the novel, Maria becomes more and more “like everyone else” and starts lying to Juan Pablo: “no podia evitar la idea de que Maria representaba la más sutil y atroz de las comedias” (107). From this point on, or possibly after Maria’s second letter (written when Juan Pablo already knew that she was married), Juan Pablo starts feeling more and more suspicious of Maria’s behavior; finally, he concludes that she is a prostitute (151-2). It would appear that Juan Pablo “grows up” in his view of Maria, just as he did in his perception of his mother. 
There are other similarities between Juan Pablo’s mother and Maria. In the scene at the hospital, Juan Pablo’s mother “murmuró unas palabras para compadecerme”; the verb “compadecer” is used again in the estancia episode, when Maria is trying to take Juan Pablo to the beach: ‘sus ojos se hicieron blandos y parecieron decirme: “Compadéceme de todo eso”“ (135). Juan Pablo is both the recipient and the giver of compassion, a child and a man – a character and creator of the narrative. 
	If we consider the way Juan Pablo realized that his mother was not the perfect human being he thought she was (just as he did with Maria), then the structure of “Maternidad” becomes clearer. At first, the audience sees a large mother figure, omnipresent, protective and exuding security; then, as we look closer, we notice the window where the woman is no longer in charge – she is waiting for something, alone and anxious. The mother in the foreground is self-sufficient: she has what she needs to be herself (there is the child she needs to watch to be a mother); the woman in the window is seeking this self-affirmation. Maria was apparently looking for self-affirmation through Juan Pablo and she tells him as much in her letter: Juan Pablo is supposed to play the role of the child whom she will console, thus fulfilling her role. But is that sufficient for her and for Juan Pablo? Probably not, because if it were he would not feel unsatisfied when lying with his head in her lap (138). 
Ultimately, Juan Pablo comes to the conclusion that there is no perfection in the world. The woman-mother in “Maternidad” is not “profundamente intelectual” (that’s the “charlatan” critics” view and Juan Pablo does not share it); the woman in the window is largely ignored and generally lost. Maria turns out to be a prostitute, and even Juan Pablo’s mother is not perfect. But all this is from Juan Pablo’s own analysis/assessment – he is the observer who determines which way the development of each character goes.
	Next time the beach theme appears in the novel is when Maria writes her second letter to Juan Pablo (100-101). There are many similarities between this letter and the window scene in “Maternidad”. For starters, “mis esperas en la playa solitaria, mirando tenazmente al mar” (101) is similar to the description of the window scene (67), and Maria admits as much: “¿Has adivinado y pintado este recuerdo mío o has pintado el recuerdo de muchos seres como vos y yo?” (101). But she does so rather strangely. She says that it is a memory (“recuerdo”), but there are no previous instances of her referring to similar scenes. Actually, other than the painting, there is no mention of the sea, beach or a woman looking expectantly or tenaciously at the sea. So, what is it a memory of? Either Maria sees herself as the woman in Juan Pablo’s painting or Juan Pablo has painted Maria as the woman in the window scene. 
	Maria says she is looking “tenazmente” at the sea. Juan Pablo’s woman also looks “como esperando algo, quizá algún llamado apagado y distante” (67), but not “tenazmente”, although tenacity could be inferred from waiting for something that is not coming back or is far away. Maria also says that her crying and waiting is useless (“mi llanto de entonces, inútil; también inútiles mis esperas” (101)), referring to her past experience (“de entonces”), so it is possible that she is the woman in the window. In hr letter, Maria suggests that waiting and crying like this is a common experience (“el recuerdo de muchos seres como vos y yo”). But if that was the case then more people would have been transfixed by the scene in the painting, and that did not happen in the gallery. While some were stopping by (“la gente que pasaba o se detenía frente a mi tela” (67)), we do not know if they were looking at the window – the critics were not, and Juan Pablo says that nobody else was, either: “Nadie se fijó en esta escena: pasaban la mirada por encima, como por algo secundario, probablemente decorativo” (ibid.).
	But now there is another figure in Maria’s representation of the beach - Juan Pablo: “ahora tu figura se interpone: estás entre el mar y yo” (101). “Ahora” refers to the time when the letter is written, or to the time when Juan Pablo painted Maria on the beach, or to some other time when the two were on the beach together. If we link this phrase to the description of the way the woman is looking at the sea in the window scene, then Juan Pablo’s perspective is that of the audience facing the flat surface of the canvas. This presents a problem – Juan Pablo cannot possibly stand between Maria and the sea, with the sea remaining visible to the audience. So he has to be perpendicular to the surface of the painting where Maria is in profile, in which case he cannot be the artist. Both Maria and Juan Pablo could be characters in the painting by Juan Pablo but this scenario is unlikely since we only ‘see” the woman on a solitary beach. It is also possible that Maria is trying to take control of the window scene by “writing” Juan Pablo into it. In her representation, Juan Pablo becomes a child dependent upon her (“me mirás como pidiendo ayuda” (101)); he is also miserable (“estás quieto y un poco desconsolado” (ibid.)), so it is logical to conclude that he needs Maria to comfort him as much as she needs him to stop her being depressed. This suggests that both Maria and Juan Pablo are characters in this narrative, regardless of who produces it. 




Past 4	Past 3	Past 2	Past 1	Wave function collapse (the start/end of the novel – Juan Pablo kills Maria)
Maria is crying and waiting on the beach	Juan Pablo paints Maria crying and waiting on the beach	Maria writes the letter about crying and waiting on the beach	Juan Pablo exhibits the painting – Maria sees it 	

This timeline is narrated in the same order that the scenes appear in the text: Juan Pablo exhibits the painting that was painted at some unknown point in the past; at this point in the text (100-101), we do not know exactly when that happened. Maria writes the letter very shortly after crying and waiting on the beach: Maria says that “el mar está ahí” (100), so the crying and waiting episode is in Maria’s current present. She says that she has spent three days walking on the beach: “he pasado tres días extraños: el mar, la playa, los caminos me fueron trayendo recuerdos de otros tiempos” (100). These “otros tiempos” may refer to the time when Juan Pablo painted the window scene or to some previous scene where Maria walked, cried, and waited on the beach. So, in the text the timeline looks like this – as the text delivers it, from the start of the novel to pages 100-101:

Wave function collapse (the start/end of the novel – Juan Pablo kills Maria)	Past - (not in the text)	Past 1	Past 2
	Juan Pablo paints the window scene.	Juan Pablo exhibits the painting – Maria sees it.	Maria is crying and waiting on the beach; three days later, Maria writes the letter about it.

The last beach scene to appear in the novel depicts Maria and Juan Pablo going to the beach while at Hunter’s estancia (136-139). This scene brings together the window scene and Maria’s letter. There is evidence that both have contributed to the creation of this scene. Alternatively, this scene informs the other two texts because it occurs before them, thus inverting the delivery of the narrative.
	Most similarities between the three scenes are of emotional nature. Anxiety and grief color Maria’s letter and Juan Pablo experiences both as he thinks that Maria is not what he wants her to be. Twice he pictures killing her: “qué fácil sería arrastrarla al abismo, conmigo” (this is one of very few instances in the text when Juan Pablo contemplates suicide), and “un sordo deseo de precipitarme sobre ella y destrozarla con las uñas y de apretar su cuello hasta ahogarla y arrojarla al mar iba creciendo en mí” (138 for both). In her letter Maria describes Juan Pablo as “quieto” (101); he remains equally silent on the beach (“yo no decía nada” (137), “yo no podía hablar” (138)). Maria talks in her letter about the futility of her hopes (“también inútiles mis esperanzas”, 101); on the beach she tells Juan Pablo how desperately she was looking for him (“esperé que de algún modo fueras vos el que buscara” (137)); and the woman in the painting is also looking for someone or something. 
	The landscape is also the same in all three scenes: the sea and the beach. Maria tells Juan Pablo about spending a lot of time on the beach (“acá, en este mismo lugar donde he pasado tantas horas de mi vida”, 137); she writes in her letter about spending three days on the beach (100); the woman in the window scene is on the beach as well. 
	The sea adds to their tense emotional atmosphere. In Maria’s letter, “el mar está ahí, permanente y rabioso” (100); in the beach scene, “el mar se había ido transformando en un oscuro monstruo” (138). The sea is either a rabid animal or a dark monster; either way, the sea is alive, dangerous and uncontrollable. In the window painting, the woman is waiting for “algun llamado apagado y distante” (63), which may suggest that the sea-animal is either far away or no longer dangerous or even alive, if ‘llamado” refers to the noise the sea is making – and there is a lot of noise in the beach scene. So, the sea remains dangerous in Maria’s letter but is subdued in the painting because Juan Pablo does not see the violent nature of the sea as danger. Instead, he focuses on the ‘soledad ansiosa y absoluta” (65) as the only emotion associated with the sea. It is also possible that to Juan Pablo being “rabioso” and “oscuro monstruo” does not appear dangerous because he is like this most of the time (even when he is not analyzing his emotions), and is therefore used to this explicit behavior. On the other hand, more subdued emotions are harder for him to handle.
	But there is one significant difference in the depiction of the sea in the scene on the beach. Neither Maria nor Juan Pablo is looking at the sea – in fact, the sea is only mentioned when Juan Pablo thinks of throwing Maria into it. At first, waves beating against the rocks are the only indication of the sea, and we know about it by the sound Juan Pablo describes, not by the way it looks (which contradicts the painting scene but not the letter). In the letter, both the sound and the look are present, so the letter could be a link between the sound (the beach scene) and the look (the window in the painting), or an interim stage between the two texts, where one aspect loses dominance and the other gains it.
	So, where does this scene lead us as far as the window painting timeline is concerned? It is possible that the convergence of Juan Pablo’s painting and Maria’s letter is not because they mirror each other or are influenced by each other but because they are two representations of the same event - the scene where Maria is crying and waiting on the beach and Juan Pablo is painting her. In short, it is all backwards: first, Juan Pablo and Maria are sitting on the beach and, arguably, Juan Pablo starts sketching “Maternidad”; then Maria writes a letter to Juan Pablo; then the painting is finished and exhibited and Maria sees it in the gallery.
	From the narrative immediately preceding the beach scene it appears that Juan Pablo is indeed planning to paint on the beach. When getting ready to go to the beach, Juan Pablo takes “mi caja de pintura y una carpeta de dibujos, destinada a similar las manchas”(136). He says that “este truco fue ideado por Maria” (ibid.), but it is unclear why she should bother with the pretence. It is more like Juan Pablo to create an elaborate ruse; so either Maria is now taking on Juan Pablo’s traits or Juan Pablo is indeed going to paint. There are no other indications in this scene that Maria is becoming like Juan Pablo; nor does she ask to see Juan Pablo’s paints or other tools of the trade – just sketches: “Tengo mucha ansiedad por verlas” (135). She also promises that they will return soon so that Mimí does not follow them (“Volvemos pronto” (136)). So Juan Pablo brings the paints on his own accord. It is possible that he is so attached to them that he cannot leave them behind for an instant. However, nowhere else in the text does he take his paints and sketches with him everywhere he goes, although it would fit his obsessive personality. It is more likely that he is thinking of painting or, at least, making sketches on the beach.




Common Past 3: Maria and Juan Pablo on the beach; Juan Pablo is working on “Maternidad”.
	Past 2A		Past 2B	
	Maria writes the letter about the beach scene.		Juan Pablo exhibits the painting and Maria sees it.	
Common Past 1: Juan Pablo kills Maria.

	Reality has bifurcated into two choices:  one in which Maria has written about it first and Juan Pablo later paints it (Past 2A), and the other in which Juan Pablo has painted the scene first and Maria later sees the painting at the exhibition (Past 2B).  Instead of a single “truth,” the chronology of events has split and takes both paths.  To bring reality back to a single path requires a “wave function collapse.”
	We could consider the window scene the point of the wave function collapse, not Juan Pablo’s confession at the start of the novel. If everything after the beach scene happens before the picture is exhibited, then Maria’s focusing on the painting is not about the painting but about the events after it was painted – she “remembers” being killed by Juan Pablo. Then her not being able to stop thinking about it is understandable, as is her not liking the window scene. It would then be useful to apply the notion of quantum superposition here and see Maria as a unity of two text “particles”: Maria1 and Maria2. 
For the superposition of “quantum states” the timeline would look like this:

M1 – Maria1	Juan Pablo as the editor	M2 – Maria2
M1 and Juan Pablo are on the beach	Juan Pablo paints the window scene in “Maternidad”	Sees the picture at the exhibition
M1 writes the letter		Gets chased by or chases Juan Pablo
Juan Pablo stabs M1		

It is possible that Maria1 and Maria2 are of the same nature, given the same ‘spin”, or characteristics that come across the strongest when Marias are waiting and hoping. Then the linear passage of time does not matter since the changes in both Marias happen simultaneously. If so, both the tunnel and the window are metaphors for the distance between the two Marias; this distance loses its importance as time stops passing between the changes in the two Marias.






The complex narrative of El Túnel shows how Sábato has crafted an intricate web of alternative timelines that intersect at key junctures throughout the novel.   In our analysis, we have made use of the language of modern physics, appropriate given Sábato’s background, and useful in the examination of textual ambiguity.  In particular, we have drawn from the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics, modeling different sequences of events as superpositions of separate wavefunctions—collapsing into a single possibility upon observation.  In the context of the Many Worlds notion, these timelines represent parallel realities, and, borrowing from the lexicon of M-theory, introduced the idea of considering them to be “textbranes.”
The scenes we have focused on represent pivotal moments in the text, connected to each other through the imagery and roar of the sea, both in sight and sound.  We have found that the window scene, the beach scene, and Maria’s second letter have a number of different interpretations based upon a rearrangement of the order of events.  The analysis of the possible relationships between the woman, the sea, and the viewer in the window scene indicates that Juan Pablo had to have been present “in” the scene to be able to see the woman’s facial expression.  We’ve also considered the significance of what the painting “Maternidad” indicates about Juan Pablo’s relationship with his mother, contrasting it with how he ultimately feels about Maria, deeming her a prostitute. Finally, we’ve examined the startling notion that perhaps Maria’s fixation on the painting represents sadness and horror upon recollection of her own death, a remembrance possible because of her splitting into two different “quantum states.”  The temporal order of the novel, with Juan Pablo remarking upon the killing at the beginning, lends itself to such an unusual interpretation of Maria’s emotional state.  
Further comparisons of multiple similarities between the window scene with Maria’s second letter and the beach scene at Hunter’s estancia have led to the conclusion that the three scenes represent a single textbrane. We have concluded that there are several ways these scene can be arranged: either in the order that they are presented in the novel, in an inverse order, or in a more complex pattern involving the bifurcation of reality and the superposition of Maria’s “quantum states”. The original order of the scenes was considered not viable because it would not explain certain phrases in Maria’s letter or, indeed, the nature of the window scene. The inverse order was equally unlikely because it also left unexplained some similarities between the beach scene and Maria’s letter. Finally, the two temporal lines informed by quantum theories were deemed viable because they fully explained both the similarities between the three scenes and the changes in Maria’s character.
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^1	  Page references for El Túnel are from Sábato 1994 and will be included in the main text.
^2	  A study of various text forms in Mexican literature explores the nature of the editor and concludes that the editor is a text entity embedded in the narrative, but unlike characters (and third-person narrators), the editor controls the narrative s/he is creating. If any aspect of the narrative goes beyond the editor’s control or contradicts the preferred plot development the editor tends to terminate this aspect. In the case of characters not fitting the narrative, the editor either changes them to match the text or removes them from the text. For more on the role of the editor see Carpenter 2007.
